Atomic Learning – Training Videos

Atomic Learning (AL) is a collection of short technology-related training videos.
AL is available for all GFC MSU faculty, staff, and students.
AL includes tutorials for how to use Atomic Learning and How to Get Started.

Instructions
There are multiple ways to access Atomic Learning.

1) From the Tech4Teaching website, click on the Atomic Learning link.

2) From within D2L, click on the Atomic Learning link in the Faculty Resources widget.

3) Go directly to the GFC specific Atomic Learning website at https://www.atomiclearning.com/login/gfcmsu.

4) Use your Net ID and password to login.

5) If you are new to Atomic Learning, you may find the Learn To Use This Site and the Getting Started Guide resources helpful. Click the links on the left to view these introductory resources.

6) At any time, you can search Atomic Learning for training topics—just enter the topic you are looking for in the Search box and click the Search button to the right.
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